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Hey Tiger 

"Unique Style"

Hey Tiger was designed for those with a more quirky, unique and

individualistic style; one that is simply not catered to by the usual chain

stores. The store stocks an eclectic collection of vintage clothing and

accessories for men and women, alongside handmade items produced by

local artists, and natural beauty products. Here you will find a variety of

unique and unusual pieces that range from new and quirky, to classic

vintage style. With shoes, jewelry, hats, belts and more, Hey Tiger has

everything you need to add a splash of creativity to your wardrobe.

 +1 502 690 5152  www.shopheytiger.com/  1572 Bardstown Road, Louisville KY
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Evolve 

"Exclusively for Men"

Evolve is another cool shop on Frankfort Avenue that has devoted its

entire selection of items to men. From jackets, wallets, belts and socks to

full suits and ties, Evolve is a consignment store that relies on recycling

gently used menswear. Oftentimes some great steals can be found on the

racks, where designer shirts and jeans are always found at better-than-

retail prices. If you join their mailing list, the shop keeps you in the know

about what is coming-and-going through the doors.

 +1 502 690 6655  evolveconsignments.com/  2416 Frankfort Avenue, Louisville KY
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Rodes 

"Louisville's Premier Store"

Founded in 1914, Rodes is recognized as a premier store in Louisville that

offers quality clothing for men and women. This family owned and

operated showroom showcases a remarkable collection of traditional

garments, Italian designs, sportswear and other accessories. Whether you

want to sport an elegant and mild look or a trendy and loud look, Rodes

has all things right to match your attitude.

 +1 502 753 7633  www.rodes.com/  info@rodes.com  4938 Brownsboro Road,

Louisville KY
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